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Intelligence

Europeans need a new shrimp narrative
Monday, 13 May 2019

By Jason Holland

Stirling researchers con�rm chasm between perceived perils of
farmed shrimp consumption and actual risks

Media coverage fuels negative perceptions of farmed shrimp among
Europeans. A University of Stirling paper �nds the sector is doing too

(https://www.aquaculturealliance.org)
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In terms of both global production and consumption, farmed warmwater shrimp is an aquaculture behemoth.
Consequently, and led by the two bastion species of the sector – black tigers (Penaeus monodon) and Paci�c whites
(Litopenaeus vannamei) – it’s one of the most important traded seafood commodities in the world.

Yet despite its phenomenal popularity in the European market, many consumers continue to be wary of the ubiquitous
product available in stores and restaurants. Some harbor concerns that the shrimp farming sector contributes to
environmental and social degradation.

The negative perception of farmed shrimp among Europeans has been fueled by waves of destructive stories at all
levels of media. Consequently, while the sector continues to receive heavy criticism for such impacts as mangrove
destruction, soil and water contamination and labor abuses, its contribution to economic growth in poor regions of
developing countries and the provision of employment and infrastructure generally passes unnoticed.

Another important message that’s failing to �lter through is that farmed shrimp doesn’t pose the sort of toxicology
risks that people think, �nds new research conducted by the Institute of Aquaculture at the University of Stirling in
Scotland.

Indeed, the study evidences that the unsafe-to-eat notion continues to thrive despite growing evidence to the contrary.

Funded by the Europe-based Seafood Importers’ and Producers’ Alliance (SIPA), the “Assessment and communication
of the toxicological risk of consuming shrimp in the EU” study acknowledges that while great strides have been made
by shrimp producers to overcome the problem of contamination, the sector as a whole is still doing far too little to
rectify largely ill-founded consumer perceptions. It con�rms that the number of alerts from the bloc’s Rapid Alert
System for Food and Feed (RASFF) have fallen dramatically, especially with regards to antimicrobials, additives and
heavy metals, and this reduction is despite a signi�cant increase in the volume of imports coming into EU member
states.

“As shrimp has gotten more and more popular and the systems that are producing them have improved, the number
of alerts per ton of products has dropped considerably; for some contaminants, it’s now much lower than for most
wild-caught products,” said study lead Dr. Richard Newton.

Nevertheless, the research found that with so little information being made available by shrimp and aquaculture value
chains, the public’s biggest source of reference is still the often outdated or factually incorrect information that’s
readily available online, such as blogs and chatrooms.

“Internet sites tend to repeat an established narrative of negativity around farmed shrimp. They often have no
evidence or references to support their claims and do not refer to any particular contaminants or the quantities which
have been observed. They are therefore unrepresentative of the risk that is related to consuming shrimp,” the paper
states, adding that while mainstream media has “demonstrated greater accuracy in portraying health risks relative to
online media,” no article has ever reported the absolute risk in terms of the level of contamination and consequently
how much shrimp can be safely consumed.

Complex sector
The research has strong echoes of a study conducted around four years ago 
(https://www.aquaculturealliance.org/advocate/risk-v-hazard-a-dispassionate-look-at-pangasius/)by Wageningen
University in the Netherlands, which focused on unbalanced media portrayals about the risks associated with eating

little to rectify ill-founded notions. Pictured: Paci�c white shrimp
(Litopenaeus vannamei).

“Right now, people don’t know what they want from a shrimp.
That’s because of the stories that they’re being told.”

https://www.aquaculturealliance.org/advocate/risk-v-hazard-a-dispassionate-look-at-pangasius/
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Vietnamese pangasius. That report found that consumers could safely eat more pangasius per day than would be
humanly possible.

There are, however, some important differences between the two sectors, said Newton.

“Whereas pangasius is an immediately identi�able product: Virtually all from one country, all from aquaculture, using
very similar super-intensive production systems with very little variability, and with fewer and fewer individual
companies producing it now, the shrimp sector comprises multiple countries, multiple scale, multiple species, multiple
product forms, and also there’s farmed and wild which are sometimes poorly differentiated,” he said.

“It’s a very dynamic sector. Shrimp are grown in this ever-expanding range of systems and countries and they are not
all being governed to the same level,” he added. “You also have countries where traceability is more of an issue. Places
like Thailand have a very structured industry, providing traceability right through to the pond. And then there’s
somewhere like Bangladesh where one consignment can comprise multiple batches from different farms. You have a
huge traceability problem in countries like that.”

The very heterogeneity of the systems and the governance by countries makes for a complicated picture, explained the
study’s co-author Professor David Little.

It’s also evidenced that in countries such as Thailand where the government has taken most of the control itself and
where most systems are pretty intensive, the likelihood is that contamination is less of a concern, he said.

“Those twin issues of strong state governance together with intensi�cation means that there’s a good deal of
oversight into taking contaminants out,” said Little. “And pretty much all of the major processors of any country are
very much aware of what the rules are.”

Charting a new course
While the paper doesn’t give shrimp farming a clean bill of health it recognizes that contaminants are still being found,
albeit it much less frequently (it also says some contaminants are being exclusively found in wild shrimp). But the
greater challenge, accepts Newton and Little, is how best to overcome the residual negativity that exists among
consumers.

One way might be to create a national brand, and different countries will have different capacities to achieve such a
measure, said Little.

“Because there are so many players doing it in so many different ways, what we really need is for people to stop
thinking about shrimp as shrimp and to recognize that it is actually many products. For example, if you go to a tambak
(brackish pond) in Indonesia, the Philippines or indeed Bangladesh, you are getting out an animal that is largely unfed
and a totally natural product,” he said. “However, for the very reasons that this is possible – they go in extensive
systems in relatively small quantities – it’s di�cult to do due diligence for traceability on that product. Whereas if you
want to go for your ‘broiler of the sea’ – shrimp produced at high density and fed complete feeds – you are going to
get a very different product that may offer much higher levels of scrutiny and traceability, but they may not give you
some of the other values.”

Another crucial message that needs to be much better shared is that overall, farmed shrimp has never been cheaper or
safer to eat, he said, adding that rather than being reactive to bad stories, the value chains – from farm to shelf –
should be creating positive stories themselves.

“We need to have better communication of the farming systems, to tell the stories behind the product to inform
mainstream media and to communicate proactive messages directly on the web. Organizations can do a lot more to
educate – not just consumers, but the foodservice and retail buyers also,” said Little.

The paper adds that while the aquaculture industry is poor at promoting the positive aspects of the sector, the
research found that in some cases retailers do not promote farmed seafood to the same degree as they do with wild-
caught products: “Some products may have little reference to it having been farmed but is referred to as ‘responsibly
sourced.’ However, the evidence is that farmed products [are] at least as safe and healthy as wild products.”

Little suggested that certi�cation schemes could also help with such a communications strategy.
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“We’ve had a decade of people saying there are too many standards, and all of the main standards are getting more
and more alike. It might not be such a bad thing if there was a bit more variety and that once the food safety element
is covered, standards also communicate trust – con�rming that the product really is what it says it is,” he said.

“Right now, people don’t know what they want from a shrimp. That’s because of the stories that they’re being told. But
if enough people know that shrimp – if it’s grown in the way that Bangladesh
(https://www.aquaculturealliance.org/advocate/bangladesh-seeks-more-buck-for-its-bagda/) does it, with very
simple systems – is a wonderful, natural product, we will make progress.”

At the moment that narrative is not there, said Newton: “But if it was, it would go a long way to improving the image of
shrimp.”

Follow the Advocate on Twitter @GAA_Advocate (https://twitter.com/GAA_Advocate)
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